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About This Game
In the middle of the night on a certain day of April 201X, the left arm of the owner of a general store is chopped off in the
backyard of his own store.
Even though he claims that the perpetrator is a 'doll' that was kept in the store, his words carry little weight due to the lack of
other witnesses.
The doll and the detached arm are gone from the scene of crime.
“Just as a light too bright may burn out one's retinas, too much of any good thing can be toxic to humans.
Even should it have the invisible form of one's emotions.”
This is a mystery story about bizarre incidents unfolding around the town,
intermingled with a complicated mixture of human intentions.
Features:

Gorgeous illustrations by a skilled, experienced illustrator
Story painted in vivid colors by voice actors/actresses and musicians
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Computer generated 3D graphics of backgrounds and travelable maps
A reasoning system that unlocks short stories and other bonuses depending on the number of your correct answers
Targeted at all ages (with an ounce of horror elements)
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Title: Magical Eyes - Red is for Anguish
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Pomera Studios
Publisher:
Fruitbat Factory
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2016
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English,Japanese
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Meeehhh....
The writing and music are amazing, the graphics are decent,
but the gameplay is very, very bland.
Even for a VN, the gameplay is lackluster. You don't choose anything! All the player does is freshen up what's happening with
unnecessary pop quizzes. But maybe I'm just a VN noob.. Magical Eyes feels like it has some strong ambitions but is ultimately
just an average Visual Novel that feels like it was made on a very low budget.
While essentially telling a complete story, it\u2019s made extremely clear that this was supposed to be Chapter 1 of a larger
story, which a couple of years later at the time of this review, has not panned out.
That\u2019s not to say there aren\u2019t enjoyable aspects to this story of a murderous doll with motives unknown, and the
investigators with supernatural strength- the characters are fairly memorable, and the mystery is interesting, at least for a time.
But it feels like we are thrown into this world and story without enough time to get to ease into it and new characters appear
fully developed- nobody seems to grow or change much throughout the experience. The characters in the story also seem to
know a lot more about one another and their histories than the reader does.
There are other issues, like scenes without character visuals, just text scrolling down the screen making it very difficult to tell
who is talking to who. We have the main female character who is so obsessed with the male main character that she seems
obsessive and it feels like she may turn out deranged- but it turns out that\u2019s just what the writers considered a normal
romance angle.
While the character art is okay, if a little low res, most of the background art is low budget CG that looks about 10 years older
than it actually is and doesn\u2019t match the style of the rest of the game. There is some excellent artwork to be found, but
those examples can be few and far between.
While feeling low budget, I think a strong effort was made to give the game some extra personality and style. There is a timeline
of events showing where the various scenes from each point of view took place, along with a summary of each event.
Each chapter ends with a question and answer round with lets you show your understanding of the story so far and unlock
achievements and additional scenes. There\u2019s also a glossary of terms that has some charm, and the game is fully voiced.
For a serious fan of the Visual Novel genre, this is worth checking out at the right price, but don\u2019t expect to be blown
away or to ever see the next chapter. But stranger things have happened.
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